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DIBECTORY CONSTRUCmON AND DECODING 
IN A GENERALIZED F I U  STRUC?URE 
Abstract 
A generalized file structure consists of a file and its directory 
from ~\~'nich some of the existing file structures such as inverted, index- 
sequential, and multilist files can be derived and specialized. The 
directory acts as a reference for information within the file. It con- 
sists of keywords (i.e., attribute-value pairs) and addresses of records 
vhich are characterized by these keywords. The directory and its access 
routines simulate an associative'memory in that records can be located 
in the file by merely providing the keywords which are associated with 
the records. 
The directory is initialized when the file is created and is up- 
dated for each addition of a keyword or a record to the file. For a 
given attribute, directory decoding can be done for one specific value 
or a range of values. Decoding involves the search of the keywords 
within the directory and the addresses of the records characterized by 
these keywords. 
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1.0 INrnODUCTI ON 
Retrieving information from a large collection of data using a 
sequential search can be an involved and time-consuming process. 
Retrieval from such a coLlection could be made more efficient through 
the use of a directory. The user does not have to be aware of the 
existence of the directory or the routines accessing the directory. 
The directory accessing routines are not called by the user, but are a 
part of the information storage and retrieval subsystem in an Ektended 
Data Management Facility [8]. 
The directory of a generalized file structure acts as a reference 
for information contained in a file. It is an alphabetic or sequential 
list of the keywords (or key phrases) of the file and the addresses of 
these keywords within the file. The purpose of the directory and its 
access routines is to provide the association of keywords with their 
addresses. Since keywords characterize units of users' information 
called records, the directory and its access routines can establish the 
whereabouts of these records for the user. Conceptually, the directory 
and its access routines simulate an associative memory whereby the user 
can cause records to be retrieved by merely providing the keywords which 
are associated with the records. 
1.1 Scope of the Report 
The primary concern of this report is the design and implementation 
of the directory and its access routines. The access routines encompass: 
1) an initializing routine used to generate a skeleton directory when 
a file is first created; 2) an updating facility to add keywords and 
their record addresses to the directory when a record is added to the 
file; and 3) a decoding routine necessary to locate the records associa- 
ted with the given keywords. 
1.2 Definitions 
The discussion of the directory and its uses cannot be begun until 
the basic terms and concepts of a generalized file structure and its 
directory are precisely defined. All definitions and terms used in this 
report are consistent with those in [6] ;  however, they are less formal 
and more descriptive. 
1.2.1 Attribute-Value Pair 
The most basic concept which m s t  be defined is that of the attri- 
bute-value pair. Let there be two sets, A and V. The elements of A 
are those terms which are considered as "attributes", and the elements 
of V are those terms which are considered as "values". Let a third set 
D be a subset of the Cartesian product A x V, whose elements are the 
ordered pairs of the elements of A and V. A single element of D is called 
an attribute-value pair, and intuitively it constitutes the basic ele- 
ment of information. Some examples of attributes, values, and attribute- 
value pairs are shown in =ample 1. 
1.22 Record 
A record R is a set of attribute-value pairs which collectively 
convey some meaningful information. An example of R, a subset of the 
set of all attribute-value pairs, is shown in Example 2. The attribute- 
value pairs in this record convey to the reader information about a 
paper which appeared in the Communications of the ACM. 
la: A set A of attributes. 
A = {author, year, topic, abstract, text] 
lb: A set V of values. 
V = {~siao, 1970, information retrieval, [the complete 
abstract of a paper], [the complete text of a paper]] 
lc: A set D of ordered pairs which are attribute-value pairs. 
A x V 2 D = { (author, ~siao) , (year, 1970), (topic, 
information retrieval), (abstract, [the complete 
abstract of a paper]), (text, [the complete text 
of a paper I) 3 
Example 1: maples of attributes and values and 
attribute-value pairs 
R = { (record number, HOO~), (author, D. K. ~siao) ,
(author, F. ~arary), (title, A Formal System for 
Information Retrieval from ~iles) , (toplc, 
information retrieval) , (publisher, Association for 
Computing ,Machinery) , (year, 1970) , (month, ~ebruarjr) , 
(abstract, [ the complete abstract of the paper]), 
(text, [the complete text of the paper])] 
Example 2: Record of a paper published in the 
Communications of the ACM 
1.2.3 Keywords 
A record can be characterized by any combination of the attribute- 
value pairs which are in the record. For practical reasons, it would 
be desirable to have those attribute-value pairs which are short and 
can be simply expressed, to describe the record. These short attribute- 
value pairs are called keywords, and will henceforth be denoted symbol- 
ically by Ki, i = 1 , , . . Thus we can refer to a record R by re- 
ferring only to the keywords in 8.  The record in Example 2 can be 
characterized by the set of keywords shown in Example 3. In general, 
the set of keywords of a record R is called an index of the record R 
and it is usually a proper subset of R. 
The index of R = {(record number, HOO~), 
(author, D. K. ~siao), 
(author, F . ~arary) ,
(topic, information retrieval) , 
(year, 1970) 
(month, ~ebruary) ]
Example 3: The keywords characterizing the 
record in Example 2 
1.2.4 Keyword Lists 
Each record is also distinguished by another parameter which is 
not part of the actual information contained in the record. This unique 
number is the address of a record, which indicates the whereabouts of 
the record in the computer storage. 
Each keyword Ki in R may have associated with it the address of 
another record R '  which also contains the keyword Ki. Effectively 
this address in R "points" to R' and for this reason it is called the 
pointer of R with respect t o  Ki o r  the Ki-pointer of R .  I f  the  record 
R' i s  non-existent, then the  nul l  pointer i s  the K.-pointer of R. It 
1 
w i l l  be assumed hereafter t ha t  every keyword i n  a given record has a 
pointer associated with it i n  tha t  record. Thus we see tha t  records 
containing a common keyword Ki can be linked by these pointers in to  a 
chain which i s  called a K.- l is t .  Putting it more precisely, a Ki-list  
-1- 
i s  a chain of records, each record containing the keyword K sat isfying iJ 
the following f ive  conditions: 
1 )  Each of the pointers i n  the K i - l i s t  i s  d i s t inc t .  
2) Each non-null pointer i s  the address of a record i n  the 
K i - l i s t  only. 
3) There i s  - one record not pointed t o  by any other record i n  
the K i - l i s t .  This i s  the beginning of the K i - l i s t .  
4) There i s  - one record which has the nu l l  pointer; t h i s  i s  the 
end of the Ki-list. -
5 )  For every record i n  the K i - l i s t  at the address an (n  > 1) , 
there  i s  a sequence of Ki-pointers 
such tha t :  
i) al i s  the address of the beginning of the Ki-list .  
i i )  the  record a t  the address a contains a K.-pointer 
j 1 
a f o r  j = 1, 2, ..., n-1. 
j +l 
This means tha t  f o r  a given Ki, a record cannot be i n  more than 
one Ki-list .  The address of the f i r s t  record i n  a Ki-list  i s  known as 
a Head-of-List Address (HOLA), and t h i s  term w i l l  be used hereafter 
when referr ing t o  the beginning address of any Ki-list. In  Figure 1, 
a typical  K i - l i s t  i s  i l lus t ra ted ,  showing the beginring and the  end of 
Beginning of K.-list: 001 
1 
is the Head-of-List Address 
End of Ki-list: indicated by 
a null pointer associated with Ki 
Figure 1: A n  Illustration of a Ki-list 
the  l i s t  and the pointers which chain the  records together. 
1.2.5 F i l e  and Directory 
A f i l e  i s  a se t  of records which completely contains a l l  the Ki- 
l i s ts  made up of those records. In  other words, a f i l e  i s  a se t ,  whose 
elements a re  records, which i s  the union of a l l  the K . - l i s t s  which con- 
1 
t a i n  any of the records. The HOLA's of a l l  the Ki-lists i n  a given f i l e  
must be carefully noted and kept separate from the HOLA1s  of the K i - l i s t s  
i n  another f i l e  because the same.keyword, but with different  meanings, 
can occur i n  both these f i l e s .  
&is leads us  t o  the  concept of a directory f o r  a f i l e .  The 
directory associated with a f i l e  contains the HOLA1s of a l l  the  K i - l i s t s  
i n  tha t  f i l e .  For each keyword Ki used i n  the f i l e ,  there  is  one entry 
i n  the directory, the form of the entry being shown i n  Example 4. More 
precisely, a directory f o r  a f i l e  is  a sequence of m such en t r i e s  where 
m i s  the number of different  keywords used i n  the f i l e .  
1 
'i 
- the ith keyword i n  the f i l e  F. 
hi 
- the number of K i - l i s t s  i n  F. 
ni 
- the number of records i n  F containing the 
keyword Ki. 
a 
i j  
- the HOLA of the jth K i - l i s t  i n  F. 
Example 4: Format of a directory entry 
1.2.6 Generalized F i l e  Structure 
We can now define a generalized f i l e  structure a s  a f i l e  with i t s  
directory. This f i l e  structure i s  called generalized because it can be 
shown tha t  many commonly used f i l e  structures such as  inverted, index- 
sequential, and mul t i l i s t  are  actual ly  special cases of the generalized 
f i l e  structure [61. An example of a generalized f i l e  structure i s  shown 
i n  Figure 2. 
A s  was evident i n  the directory format, there may be more than one 
l i s t  corresponding t o  a par t icular  keyword K but these l is ts  a re  i' 
mutually exclusive because of the def ini t ion fo r  l is ts  presented pre- 
viously. In  other words, a record containing the keyword K cannot 
i ' 
be i n  two different  K i - l i s t s  f o r  the same i. 
However, since a record may have more than one keyword, it may be 
i n  more than one keyword l i s t .  A record containing the keywords Ki and 
K (i # j) ,  i s  a member of one K i - l i s t  and one K.- l i s t  simultaneously. 
j ' - - J 
For example, i f  a record contains both the  keywords AUMOR-KRAMER and 
YEAR-1964, then tha t  record would be i n  both an AUMOR-KRAMER l i s t  and 
a YEAR-1964 l i s t .  This i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  Figure 3, where the AUDIOR- 
KRAMER l i s t  consists of records located a t  the addresses 050, 101, 121, 
and 165, and the YEAR-1964 l i s t  consists of records located a t  the 
addresses 060, 101, 112. 
1.2.7 Directory Decoding 
When a person accesses a f i l e ,  rarely does he want t o  see a l l  of 
the records i n  the f i l e .  Rather, he usually wants t o  see only tha t  par t  
of the f i l e  which in teres ts  him, not caring about the r e s t  of the f i l e .  
Such a pa r t i t i on  can be accomplished by l i s t i n g  the addresses of the 
records which he wants. This, however, is  cumbersome and requires much 

- -. --- - . - -- --- -.-. 
060 r 
I i ! JJJMOR-KMR i 1 ! I I YEAR-1964 
I 
i 
A- 
101 
AUIMOR-KRAME3 121 
YEAR-1964 
Figure 3: Example of Record being i n  a K ~ - l i s t  and a K . - l i s t  
simultaneously. In t h i s  case we have f o r  K ~ ~ -  YEAR- 
1964 and f o r  K - AUMOR-KRAMER. 
3 
t 
. 
AUM OR-KRAMER 000 
research on the user's part to find the addresses of the records he is 
interested in. Another way to partition the file would be to describe 
the records of interest by listing their distinguishing keywords in the 
form of a Boolean expression. mis expression is called a user's 
request description. Using the propositional calculus, any Boolean 
expression can be uniquely written as a disjunct of conjuncts, known as 
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) . 
A record satisfies a user's request description when all the key- 
words in a single conjunct are in the record. A record containing only 
the keywords K1 and K satisfies the conjunct: ( K ~  'AND' ~ 3 ,  but does 
3 
not satisfy the conjunct: ( K ~  'AND' Kg 'AND' K ~ )  . The problem of find- 
ing, in a file, the addresses of the records which satisfy a user's 
request description now lies with the file management facilities and not 
the user. 
To find the records containing a certain keyword, Ki, two steps 
must be executed: first, the HOLA's corresponding to Ki must be found 
so they can be used for the retrieval; second, all the records in the K - 
i 
lists must be retrieved. To accomplish the first step, given Ki, the 
directory is searched for the entry corresponding to this keyword. The 
HOLA's of the Ki-lists are extracted from the directory entry to form a 
set of retrieval addresses. !This procedure of locating the directory 
entry and extracting the HOLA's is called decoding the keyword. To 
accomplish the second step, the retrieval of the desired records, 
addresses ase selected, one at a time, from the set of retrieval addresses 
and are processed in the following manner: 
1. The record at the selected address i s  retrieved. 
2. I ts  K.-pointer i s  examined. I f  it i s  non-null, it i s  added t o  
1 
the se t  of r e t r i eva l  addresses. 
This selection and processing of the record addresses continues u n t i l  
the s e t  of re t r ieva l  addresses i s  exhausted, and resu l t s  i n  the re t r ieva l  
of a l l  of the records ( i n  the f i l e )  containing the keyword K The i 
section of r e t r i eva l  addresses and the extraction of keyword pointers 
from retrieved records used i n  the Extended Data Management System are  
considerably more elaborate than the above description. Because they 
are  not pertinent t o  t h i s  thesis ,  the reader is  referred t o  the algorithm 
described i n  [ 6 ] .  
1.2.8 Prime Keywords 
In  looking fo r  a record containing some part icular  conjunct of 
keywords, a search should process the l i s t s  corresponding t o  tha t  key- 
word which appears i n  the l e a s t  number of records. ?Inis means tha t  l i s ts  
for  the keyword with the smallest ni should be searched. This keyword 
i s  called the prime keyword. This minimizes the f i l e  searching because, 
f o r  any conjunct, a l l  the records being sought must be i n  the pa r t i t i on  
of records containing the prime keyword of tha t  conjunct. 
For example, assume tha t  the user wants t o  see a l l  the records 
satisfying the following description: 
(AUTBOR-CARB 'AND' YEAR-1964 'AND' TOPIC-LOGIC) 
If there are  5 records which contain AUIMOR-CARR, 20 records which con- 
t a i n  YEAR-1964, and 10 records which contain TOPIC-LOGIC, the keyword 
AUEIOR-CARR i s  contained i n  the l e a s t  number of reccrds, so AUMOR-CARR 
i s  the prime keyword f o r  t h i s  conjunct. This means tha t  there a re  a 
maximum of 5 records which sa t i s fy  the user 's  descr--ption. 
2.0 DIRECTORY ORGANIZATTON 
Several decisions must be made in the design and implementation 
of the directory. The organization of the directory m s t  be based upon 
the use, storage and time requirements. '1Pne directory will be used for 
keyword searches, which could be instituted for an exact keyword or range 
of keywords such as Year 1964 to 1968 or Ages less than 40. Tne direc- 
tory must be so structured that Searches can be accomplished while stor- 
age and time factors are minimized as much as possible. 
Basically there are two types of directory organization that could 
be used in a generalized file structure - randomized and tree. A ran- 
domized or hash coded directory is constructed by transforming the key- 
word into an address within a fixed field of locations. At that address 
there is either the directory data itself or an address of a direct 
access storage device, such as a disc cylinder and track number, where 
the directory data for the keyword is located. In cases where two or 
more keywords are transformed into the same address, the directory data 
would contain links to other sets of directory information for their 
respective keywords. 
The alternative to randomized organization is a tree structured 
or table lookup directory. In this organization, directory data are 
grouped into sections. Sections are arranged in levels with the highest 
level in core and the lower levels stored on a direct access device 
such as a disc. Figure 4 is an example of a three-level tree organization 
where the highest level entries point to the middle level sections. The 
entries in the middle level point to lower level sections. Usually 
Highest 
Level 
Middle 
Level 
Lower 
Level 
Figure 4 
A Three Level Tree Directory 
directory data for all keywords will be located at the lowest level of 
the tree, and each section will have approximately the same amount of 
keyword data. This directory resembles a balanced tree. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to each type of the above- 
mentioned directory organizations. However, the most outstanding disad- 
vantage of a randomized directory is the difficulty in searching a range 
of keywords. Randomized organization scatters keywords which are lexico- 
graphically near each other, and therefore makes a range search inefficient 
if not impossible. The use of a balanced tree organization with a number 
of levels greater than three is not warranted in this installation because 
the available secondary storage is not large enough for the directory 
to use the fourth level or beyond. The choice is therefore to implement 
a balanced tree directory with three levels. 
2.1 Keyword Representation 
After the organization is determined, the next step is deciding 
the type of keyword representation suitable for use in the directory. 
Different ways of representing keywords have been suggested and are 
examined in the following sections. 
2.1.1 Vasiable Length Keywords 
Keywords are generally variable in length. However, to search 
a directory containing variable length keywords, an indication of the 
length of each keyword would be necessary and would have to be included 
in the directory information. In addition, the search algorithm would 
be more complex in that it would have to be constructed to consider the 
variability of the keywords. Such an algorithm would be difficult to 
implement and its execution would take more time to adjust for the key- 
word lengths. 
2.1.2 Fixed Length Keywords 
Fixing the length of a keyword t o  a standard length makes inrple- 
mentation of the directory access routines easier t o  program and fa s t e r  
i n  execution. Since the user often has variable length keywords, some 
method must be used t o  determine the length of these keywords. Several 
methods could be used. They are  truncation, folded sum and hash coding. 
2.1.2.1 Hash Coding 
Hash coding or rand0mizing.a keyword would convert the keyword into 
an address on the lowest l eve l  of the directory. m e  operation t o  trans- 
form the keyword into an address can be any transformation which produces 
a uniform dis tr ibut ion of keywords over the area a l lo t t ed  f o r  the direc- 
tory. A t  the derived address, the directory information i s  located some- 
times with pointers f o r  other keywords tha t  translated t o  the same address. 
Such hash coding operations may be division by a prime number, character 
sampling or  folding sums. Hash coding, however, presents the same problem 
tha t  occurs with a randomized directory. The keywords are  scattered 
throughout the directory - making a range search impractical. 
Folded Sums With Shifting 
I f  the a t t r ibu te  and value were t m c a t e d  a t  equal lengths and the  
resul t ing b i t  s t r ings added together, a folded sum would be formed. The 
length of t h i s  folded sum would be half the or iginal  keyword. Each 
folded sum would be followed by necessary information f o r  record re t r ieva l .  
However, since addition i s  used, the folded sums w i l l  not preserve the 
alphanumeric order of the keywords. 
Shift ing the value t o  the r ight  before adding it t o  the a t t r ibu te  
w i l l  arrange the keywords i n  an alphanumeric order i n  a s  many characters 
a s  a re  shifted. The keywords w i l l  s t i l l  be scattered t o  some extent 
and a search on a range of values i s  s t i l l  d i f f i cu l t .  
Keyword 
Page s- 25 2 
Folded Sum 
RATE 
1965 
EJYJ 
PAGES 
Shifted Sum 
RATE 
PAGES 
252 
PAIJtJ 
Example 5: Folded Sums and Shifted Sums 
2.1.2.2 Truncated Attribute and Value 
Tmncating the a t t r ibu te  and value t o  a cer tain number of characters 
and retaining only the  truncated version produces a fixed length keyword. 
Using t h i s  method, a t t r ibutes  and values a re  d i s t inc t  en t r i e s  i n  the 
directory and keywords can be grouped f i r s t  by a t t r i b u t e  and then by 
values within the  a t t r i b u t e  thus saving space f o r  duplicated a t t r ibutes .  
Tbis i s  shown i n  Ekample 6. m e  s e t  of keywords would r e t a in  i t s  alpha- 
numeric order and range searches could be handled with ease. 
HSIAO (h2,n2,a21'.. .,a ) . . . 
2h2 
mample 6: Values Grouped Within Attributes 
2.1.3 Comparison 
Most 02 the techniques discussed have a common problem. The 
original alphanumeric ordering of the keyword is destroyed when the 
keyword is hash coded or folded. Range searches are difficult when 
the keywords are not in some sort of alphanumeric order. Thus the 
alternatives are truncated keywords, shifting and added keywords or 
variable length keywords. 
Tbe length of the entire directory is also an important considera- 
tion. For each attribute, the n values associated with it are in the 
form as follows: 
Fixed length keywords 
with an actual length of a + n ( a  + HOLA) 
Shift and add 
with an actual length of n s i- n ( A  + HOU) 
where 'a' is the length of the attribute, '4' is the length of the value 
and 'st is the number of shifts. m e  length of the HOLA's is never 
affected by the choice of representation. Shifting and adding is shorter 
than fixed length keywords but only when the number of values per attri- 
bute is less than the attribute length divided by the number of shifts. 
Shifting and adding takes more time to execute since first the 
keywords is truncated and then shifting occurs. It also scatters the 
keywords so there are more incorrect keyword retrievals than there would 
be with a truncated keyword. Gf the fixed length keyword representation, 
the truncated keyword seems to be the best method to use. 
The best way t o  get an accurate directory search would be t o  use 
the full length keyword f o r  directory en t r ies .  However since each f i l e  
contains many different  length keywords, programming f o r  all possible 
lengths would be a d i f f i cu l t  and time-consuming process and execution 
would be a s  bad. Therefore a good choice fo r  directory keyword representa- 
t i o n  seems t o  be truncated keywords. 
The directory consists of three levels, two of which are broken 
into sections which are physical records within the file. &e third 
level, the highest level, is itself one section and is never split. 
These sections are created with a fixed initial length but can vary in 
length until they reach a maximum length. ( ~ t  present, the highest 
level has a maximum size of 650 bytes and the two lower levels have 
maxims of 1300 bytes per section.) For a way to determine the maximum 
number of keywords in a directory, the reader is referred to Section 
3.3. The change of the length of directory sections occurs in the 
update of the directory as described in Section 3.2. The highest level 
of the directory contains the last keyword of each of the middle level 
sections and the address of the section to which it belongs. m e  middle 
level contains the last keyword of each section of the lowest level 
and the address of the section to which it belongs. The lowest level 
of the directory contains the keywords themselves, the head-of-list 
addresses, and some data. 
The directory is organized by attributes, i.e. Attribute 1 with 
all its values, Attribute 2 with all its values, etc., rather than by 
value, Value 1 with its attributes, etc. Since the occurrences of 
identical attributes in a file are much more often than the occurrences 
of identical values, less space would be required when the directory 
is organized this way. It is considered impractical to have both types 
of directory for a file since this would result in excessive use of 
storage. 
3.1 Initial Generation 
When a calling program desires to use the directory, the program 
is either adding information to the directory or retrieving information 
from the directory. 5 e  highest level directory must be in main memory 
before the directory is used for any purpose. !The retrieval of the 
highest level of directory is done by calling the routine GENDIR and 
passing this routine a parameter list. Among other things, this parameter 
list contains the address of a work area where the highest level of 
directory is to be placed and all preliminary work is done for the re- 
trieval of the directory. 
GENDIR determines whether or not the directory exists by checking 
the file information blocks (FIB) C8]. If the directory exists, GENDIR 
retrieves the highest level of directory, places it in the work area 
specified by the caller and returns to the caller indicating a success- 
ful retrieval. If any retrieval errors are encountered by GENDIR, con- 
trol returns to the caller with an indication of the errors. 
If the directory does not exist, then GENDIR assumes that a file 
is just being created and a directory must be created for the file. 
G m I R  will create the directory in three levels. Each level initially 
consists of one section and is assigned a physical record address in the 
file; the highest level has the first record address. The addresses of 
the other levels follow in order -- making the initial levels of the 
directory the first three physical records in the user's file. An entry 
is initially placed in the lowest level directory, this entry is the 
keyword in hexidecimal -- FAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFA-FAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFA, 
as in Figure 5. The last possible input character in lexicographic 
order is the character 9, hexidecimally written Fg. FA is numerically 
greater  than Fg and i s  not a valid input character; therefore, the 
keyword with FA'S i s  an indication of the last keyword i n  the directory 
and can be used i n  directory searches a s  a delimiter. 
Each higher leve l  of the directory i s  constructed using the delimiter 
keyword and the address of the next level .  A leve l  of the directory i s  
in i t i a l i zed  with a minimum length, the f i r s t  ten bytes of which a re  a 
header f o r  the l eve l  indicating the record address and the length of the 
section. After each leve l  has been created, it i s  writ ten onto disc.  
After a l l  the levels  have been written, the f i l e  information block i s  
s e t  t o  indicate tha t  the directory has been generated. The r e su l t  of 
the directory generation i s  indicated i n  Figure 5. The routine returns 
with an indication of sat isfactory creation or the type of error  which 
occurred and with the highest leve l  of directory i n  the work area.  
3.2 Update 
Each time a new record i s  added t o  a f i l e  o r  new keywords a re  in- 
serted i n  a record, the keywords and the address of the record must be 
inserted i n  the directory. The routine ADDIR performs t h i s  function. 
The cal l ing program supplies ADDIR with a parameter l i s t  which includes 
the keyword, the record address and a work area which should be the  loca- 
t ion  of the  highest leve l  of directory previously obtained from GENDIR. 
ADDIR attempts t o  locate the keyword a s  i f  it was already an entry 
i n  the directory. In t h i s  way, e i ther  the actual  entry i s  located or  
the address where the entry should be placed i s  determined. I f  the key- 
word has a previous entry i n  the directory, the address of the new 
record associated with the keyword i s  stored a s  head of a l i s t .  There 
may be more than one l i s t  for  the same keyword; the zhoice of a particu- 
l a r  l i s t  among them can be determined by a user-defined program or by an 
Highest Level 
Middle Level 
Lowest Level 
1 Hexidecimal length of section 
2 Record management field 
3 Record address of section in packed decimal 
4 Attribute in hexidecimal notation 
5 Value in hexidecimal notation 
6 Address of the level below 
7 Number of values per attribute 
Figure 5 
Result of Directory Generation 
already existing system program. These programs, f o r  example, can dis- 
t r ibu te  the record addresses equally t o  the l i s t s .  
The user can specify the number of l i s t s  he desires fo r  each key- 
word. I f  the new keyword has an existing entry i n  the directory, then 
the new n~mber of l i s t s  must be greater than or equal t o  the existing 
number of l i s t s .  I f  there i s  a request for  increasing the number of l i s t s ,  
the exis t ing number of l ists  i n  the directory w i l l  be updated. 
When a keyword i s  being entered into the directory f o r  the f i r s t  
time, there a re  several routes tha t  can be taken. If the  a t t r ibu te  i s  
a new entry i n  the directory, the keyword i s  placed i n  the directory; 
otherwise, the new value i s  placed i n  the range of the already existing 
a t t r ibute .  These en t r ies  a re  made provided the appropriate section does 
not exceed the maximum length defined fo r  the section. Sections must 
be s p l i t  when there i s  insuff ic ient  space. I n  t h i s  case it i s  done i n  
one of three ways: 
(1) If the  new keyword should be the f i r s t  entry of the existing 
section, it s t a r t s  a new section; 
(2) I f  the new keyword belongs i n  the f i r s t  half of a section, 
then the f i r s t  par t  of the section, which w i l l  be defined a s  a l l  those 
keywords up t o  and including the new keyword, i s  moved t o  a new section 
and the l a s t  par t  of the section becomes the old section; otherwise, 
( 3 )  The l a s t  part ,  from the new keyword address on, i s  moved t o  
a new section and the new keyword is  inserted as  the l a s t  entry on the 
old section. 
A l l  section lengths a r e  adjusted t o  r e f l ec t  s p l i t s  and additions. 
Examples of directory sp l i t t i ng  are  shown i n  Figure 6. 
1 -- new keyword Author J a m e ~  
Befare: 
Sec A Author Konclon Laurence Milker ... 
After: 
Sec A Author Konclon Laurence Milker ... 
Sec B Author James 
2 new keyword Author James 
Before: 
Sec A Author Abbot Corwin Edwards Konclon ... 
After: 
Sec A Author Konclon ... 
Sec B Author Abbot Corwin Edwards James 
3 new keyword Year 1964 
Before : 
Sec A Author Abbot Corwin Edwards ... 
. . . Year 1954 1970 1979 
After  : 
Sec A Author Abbot Corwin ... Year 1954 1964 
Sec B Year 1970 1979 
Figure 6 
Directory Section S p l i t t i n g  
When sp l i t t i ng  occurs i n  the lowest leve l  directory, the l a s t  key- 
word of each of the new lowest leve l  sections and the address of tha t  
section a re  placed i n  the middle leve l  of the directory. A middle leve l  
section may be s p l i t  by using method (3),  when it reaches i t s  maximum 
length. I f  the middle leve l  i s  s p l i t ,  the highest l eve l  of the directory 
i s  updated by placing the l a s t  keyword of each middle level  section and 
the addresses of those sections into the highest level .  When the highest 
leve l  reaches i t s  maximum length, the program w i l l  return t o  the user 
with an error  code indicating there i s  no room i n  the highest leve l  direc- 
tory and no more records can be added. 
3.3 Capacity of Directory 
The precise way t o  calculate the number of keywords tha t  can be 
accommodated i n  the directory depends on the number of values per a t t r i -  
bute and the number of H O L A t s  per value. In  developing a method of cal- 
culation, we have provided the following: 
1) There a re  650 bytes i n  the upper leve l  directory and each 
entry i n  the upper directory represents a middle l eve l  section. Each 
entry i n  the upper l eve l  i s  25 bytes giving a maxirmm of 650125 = 26 
middle l eve l  sections. 
2) There a re  at  most 1300 bytes i n  a middle leve l  section and each 
entry i n  a middle level  section represents a lower leve l  section. Each 
entry i n  the middle leve l  is  25 bytes giving a maximum of 1300/25 = 52 
lower leve l  sections per middle level.  
3) Based on 1 )  and 2), there i s  a maximum of 520 26 = 1352 lower 
leve l  sections i n  the directory. 
4) Let n be the average number of values per a t t r ibu te  and h 
be the average number of H O L A t s  per value, then 
a) The average value has a length of (12 + 6h) since each 
HOLA i s  6 bytes and the 12-byte portion includes the 
representation of the value, the number of records f o r  the 
value and the number of l is ts .  
b) The average a t t r ibu te  with i t s  n values has a length of 
12 + (12 + 6h) n bytes,  where the 12-byte portion includes 
the representation of the a t t r ibu te  and the number of values 
per a t t r ibute .  
c) Since each lower l eve l  section contains 1300 bytes, the 
number of a t t r ibu tes  m per section i s  
5) Since there a re  n values per a t t r ibute ,  there a re  
130011 
men = keywords per lower leve l  
12 + (12 + 6h)n 
section. 
6) With 1352 sections there i s  a maximum t o t a l  of 
(1352) (1300) n keywords per directory. 
12 + (12 + 6h)n 
For example, if n = 2 and h = 1, there i s  a maximum of 
(1352) (1300) (2) 5 73,200 keywords per directory. 
12 + (12 + 6 1) (2)  
4.0 DECODING 
Directory decoding is the process of locating a given keyword or 
set of keywords in the directory and retrieving from the directory a 
set of head-of-list addresses for the keyword or keywords. As mentioned 
before, a keyword A-V is composed of an attribute A and a value V. The 
decoding process can be applied to a range of values by specifying an 
upper and lower bound of values associated with a given attribute A. 
Then the directory decoding routines will locate keywords beginning with 
A-V1 and ending with A-V2, where V is the lower bound and V2 is the upper 1 
bound on value s . 
4.1 Relations 
There are seven possible types of relations. The relation equal 
(=, ,EQf ) indicates exactly the attribute-value pair which should be used 
for directory decoding. The relations less-than (<, 'LTf) and less-than- 
or-equal to ( 'LEI)  describe a range of values V1 to V2, where V is the 1 
first value in the directory for the given attribute and V2 is the given 
upper bound for that attribute. Greater-than (>, 'GT') and greater-than- 
or-equal-to ('GE') are relations which specim a range of values, V1 to V2, 
where V is the given lower bound and V2 is the last value in the direc- 1 
tory for the given attribute. When the user requires the decoding of a 
range of values as specified from V1 to specified V2, he uses the from-to 
( 'TO ' )  relation and all keywords from A-V to A-V2 inclusively are 1 
decoded. The last relation is the not-equal ('NE') relation where the 
user specifies A 'NE' V. Decoding is done on all keywords A-Vi where V i 
is not equal to the given V. 
For example, if the directory consisted of an attribute YEAR and 
its values 
1905 1908 1919 1926 1950 1954, 
then decoding the keyword 
YEAR = 1919 will result in that keyword [YEAR-19193, 
YEAR < 1919 will result in a range of keywords {YECIR-~~O~, YEAR-19083, 
YEAR z 1919 {YEAR-I-~~~, YEAR-1-926, YEAR-1950, YEPJi-19541, 
M = 1919 ' TO' 1950 {YECIR-1919, YEAR-1926, YEAR-19503, 
YEAR 'NEf 1919 {YEAR-1905, YEAR-1908, YEAR-1926, YE~IR-1950, YEAR-19543. 
4.2 General Decoding 
DECODE is the routine which does all the directory decoding. The 
parameter list supplied consists of the Key Information Buffer (KIB) 
address and the Description Control Block (DCB) address [3]. The KIB 
contains all attribute-value pairs given by the user. Tne DCB contains 
information about the keyword description such as the address of each 
attribute-value pair relative to the KIB, the relation, the length of 
the attribute and the length of the value or values. 
There are two different occasions when DECODE is used: determining 
the prime keyword and retrieving the head-of-list addresses for the prime 
keyword. The calling program indicates which case is being processed by 
setting a switch. Both cases are processed similarly until the keyword 
or keywords are located; then, in the first case, the number of records 
in the file containing the keyword or keywords and the length of the head- 
of-list address field are returned to the caller. When the prime key- 
word is given, DECODE returns with the head-of-list addresses. 
Before any processing is done, the specified user's keyword m s t  
be adjusted to coincide with the format of the keywords in the directory. 
Since keywords are stored in the directory as ten characters of attribute 
and ten characters of value, attributes and values given by the user 
must be either truncated or padded to ten characters each. Attributes are 
always left-justified in the directory. Values are left-justified if 
they are alphabetic characters and right-justified if they are numeric. 
Handling is done this way in order to preserve alphabetic and numeric 
ordering. 
After the keyword has been transformed to resemble a directory 
entry, the range of keywords is defined. With the equal relation the 
range consists of just the specified keyword. Other relations have two 
values, one specified and the other either implied or specified. The 
less-than or less-than-or-equal-to relations have the upper limit speci- 
fied. The implied lower limit is set at hexidecimal '000000000000000000C1' 
which is the letter A right-justified. The greater-than and the greater- 
than-or-equal-to relations have a lower limit specified and the implied 
upper limit is the value of the delimiter - hexidecimal FAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFAFA. 
The from-to relation provides its own range of values; the lowest value 
is the first one specified and the highest value is the second value 
specified. 
Now that the range of keywords is established, the searching is 
done starting with the lower bound and continuing through the range of 
keywords. As each keyword is located in the directory, a sum is kept 
for the number of records and the length of the HOLA field. If there are 
no keywords within the range which belong to the directory, the number 
of records is returned to the calling program as zero; otherwise the 
calling program receives the number of records and the length of the HOLA 
field (or the addresses themselves, if they were requested). 
4.3 Special Decoding 
There are several specifications for keyword retrieval that require 
special processing during directory decoding. Facilities for the not-equal 
relation and a null attribute search do not have to be provided in order 
for the user to adequately search the directory. Each could be simulated, 
to some extent, by a series of combinations of existing relations. For 
example, if the user fails to supply an attribute, a message could be 
returned to the user asking him to supply possible attributes. If a key- 
word YEAR 'NE' 1965 is desired, the user would have to request YEAR 'LT1 
1965 'OR' YEAR ' GT' 1965. This would cover all the keywords the user 
desired but would be more cumbersome and more time consuming for the user. 
Consequently directory decoding has been implemented for processing not- 
equal relation and null attribute retrievals. 
4.3.1 Not-Equal Relation 
When a user requests a keyword retrieval such as AUmOR 'NE1 SMIM, 
he is asking for all records except those which include the keyword 
AUMOR-SMI!IE. The search on such a not-equal relation is performed by 
retrieving records whose values differ from the value SMI!IE and whose 
attribute is AUTHOR. Internally, the directory retrieval for such a 
request is done in two parts each of which resemble the retrieval for 
the relations of less-than and greater-than. The results of these two 
parts are then combined to yield the desired information. 
4.3.2 Lack of Attribute 
A user might desire t o  retr ieve records on a keyword consisting 
of just  the value V. He may not know what a t t r ibutes  t o  use i n  a 
r e t r i eva l  or  there m y  be many a t t r ibutes .  I f  he specified some a t t r i -  
butes, he may not get a l l  the desired records since there may be other 
records with a t t r ibutes ,  the specific value of which he i s  unaware. 
Since the directory i s  organized by a t t r ibu te  rather  than value, 
the directory must be searched f i r s t  with keyword A1-V; A i s  the f i r s t  1 
keyword i n  the directory. After A -V i s  decoded, the next a t t r ibu te  A2 1 
is used for  the search. Processing continues u n t i l  the last a t t r ibu te  
is  used for  decoding. Then the call ing program receives e i ther  the head- 
o f - l i s t  addresses, or the length of the HOLA f ie ld ,  the number of 
records and a l i s t  of a t t r ibu tes  Ai such tha t  Ai-V belongs t o  the  s e t  of 
keywords of the f i l e .  
5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A generalized file structure requires a file and directory for 
the file. The directory whose design and implementation is described 
in this thesis is a three-level balanced tree-structured directory. 
The keyword entries are fixed in length and have attributes and values 
of ten characters each. There is an initialization process for the 
directory when a file is first created. Update routines are provided 
for the addition of keywords as new records are entered into the file. 
For a given attribute, the directory decoding process can cover a range 
of values. Relations which define the range of values consist of: one 
specified value ('BJ'), all values bounded by a given upper or lower 
bound ( LT' , JLE ' , GT ' , ' GE ' ) , or all values within or without a 
specific range ('TO', 'NE1). Decoding can also be done with a value 
without any specified attribute. In this case every keyword whose 
value is identical to the given value will be decoded. 
The highlights of the directory and its access routines herein 
described are listed below: 
(1) It provides a general structure by which directories of 
inverted files, multilist files, index-sequential files and other 
variations of the generalized file structure [ 6 ]  can be represented and 
generated: 
(2) In addition to the complete set of keywords which characterize 
the records of a file,the directory of the file also contains informa- 
tion regarding each keyword as follows: 
(a) the number of records in the file containing the keyword, 
(b) the number of lists associated with the keyword, and 
(c) the length of the lists 
(d) the head-of-list addresses. 
With this available, the user can examine the directory for key- 
words which characterize the records without having to retrieve them. 
Furthermore, he can collect and obtain some pre-retrieval quantitative 
statistics concerning his retrieval query. The information in (b) and 
(c) can also aid the system's record retrieval mechanism in optimizing 
the retrieval strategy as described in [2,4]. 
(3) Access routines are re-entrant. %is allows a single copy of 
directory access routines to be used by many calling programs in a time- 
sharing environment. In other words, these routines can be entered by 
one calling program before their service to the previous program is 
completed. This results in considerable savings in terns of virtual 
memory, main memory and paging requirements. 
(4) The incorporation of the directory and access routines as 
part of the executive of a general-purpose operating system (RCA TSOS) 
enables the directory decoding facilities to be used as general-purpose 
system functions instead of dedicated application programs. In this 
way, various language processors, application programs, utility programs 
and cormnand language interpreters can make direct use of the facilities. 
A simple example would be for a user to open a file and issue a command 
to interrogate the directory and to determine the presence or absence of 
a keyword or a range of keywords. The command processing routine can 
call the directory access routines for providing the service via an SVC 
call. such a service (SVC call) and command are in fact being imple- 
mented and are expected to be in operation soon. 
Although the directory has three levels, it can accommodate a 
large number of attribute-value pairs. The directory access routines 
are so designed that they could be easily modified to work with either 
a two-level or multiple level directory. The design also enables future 
improvements in the following areas: 
(1) Allowing the user program to select among all the lists of a 
keyword a particular list for updating the keyword; 
( 2 )  Enabling the user to have the effective control over the 
number of characters to be used in forming the keywords of the directory; 
(3) Permitting the user to specify a range of values for decoding 
where the attribute is not given. 
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APPENDIX A 
RCKT ?INES 
A . l  Routine GENDIR 
The routine GENDIR i s  used t o  create the i n i t i a l  foundations 
of the directory or i f  the directory already exis t s ,  t o  re t r ieve  the 
directory. 
A . l . l  Entry Point 
GENDIR i s  always entered a t  i t s  beginning statement. 
A.1.2 Exit Points 
GENDIR has two normal exi ts ,  one a f t e r  directory creation and the 
other i f  the directory i s  retrieved. A r e t r i eva l  or writ ing error  ex i t s  
a t  ERROR. 
A.1.3 Input Parameter L i s t  
The ca l le r  supplies a parameter l i s t  and puts the address of t h i s  
l i s t  i n  Register 1. This l i s t  has the following format: 
Name - Length Contents 
KWRD C l  25 Not used 
MFIB c l  3 FIB address 
MFCB C l  4 FCB address 
WORKADD C l  4 Work area address - s t a r t ing  with 
highest l eve l  directory. 
Work area should be a t  l e a s t  
3700 bytes . 
A . l .  4 Register Conventions 
The reg is te rs  a re  assigned as  follows: 
Register 
0 
Uti l izat ion 
Not used 
Address of parameter l i s t  t o  called 
subroutine 
Register 
2 
3 
Util izat ion 
Address and base of input parameter 
l i s t  
Not used 
Address and base of work area - where 
directory located i n  core 
5 Temporary storage 
Temporary storage 
Not used 
Not used 
Not used 
Not used 
Base regis ter  fo r  GENDIR 
12 Not used 
13 Address of GENDIR reg is te r  save area 
14 Return address i n  GENDIR 
15 Called subroutine address 
A .1.5 Internal  Work Area 
The work area used by t h i s  program i s  supplied by the ca l le r .  It 
consists of a t  l eas t  3700 bytes and i t s  address i s  located i n  the input 
parameter l i s t .  
Name -
GDIREC 
DIREC 
GLDIREC 
Length Contents 
c l  5 Length and overflow code 
c l  5 Key of section 
3Cl 218 Highest leve l  directory 
C 1  10 Header fo r  lower director ies  
6c1 219 Lower leve l  section 
1 8 ~  Register Save Area 
Name - Length Contents 
LIST c l  1 4  Parameter l i s t  area f o r  subroutines 
WRITBUF 2C1 130 Buffer required by WRITEREC 
~ . 1 . 6  Return Error Codes 
Error codes a r e  returned t o  the  cal l ing program i n  Register 15. 
A l l  of these error  codes a re  e r ror  codes returned by subroutines f o r  
writ ing and retr ieving records. 
X ' O O 1  normal return 
~ ' 0 . 4 '  par t  and/or a l l  of record not on disk 
DMS Errors 
X I O C '  ERRADDR 
X ' l O 1  USERERR 
~ ' 1 4 '  DSPERR 
A . l . 7  Flowchart 
Enter GENDIR Q 
I Establish I 
registers and 
work area 
level & write 
to disk 
Create middle 
level & write 
to disk I 
Create lower 
level & write 
to disk 1 
- 
Indicate 
directory 
created 
I 
' ~ i  GENDIR 
I 
i Exit 1 
I GENDIR I 
Figure A.l Generation or Retrieval of Directory 
A. 2 Routine RETRDIR 
'1Pne routine is used to retrieve an already existing high level 
directory to be used with decoding and retrieval programs. Although 
this routine duplicates some of the work of GENDIR and possibilities 
for using GENDIR to retrieve the diiectory do exist, the decoding and 
retrieval programs require different parameter lists from those supplied 
by the generating and updating routines. Consequently duplication of 
a basic function is necessary. . 
A.2.1 Entry Point 
RETRDIR is started at the line labeled REWR. 
A.2.2 Ekit Points 
Tnis routine has two exit points: a normal exit and an error 
exit. 
A.2.3 Input Parameter List 
A parameter list is supplied by the user who puts the location 
of this list in Register 1. Tnis list is set up in the following 
manner : 
Name Length Contents 
4~ Not used 
PHDIR F Where highest level directory should 
be placed 
PFCB F FCB address 
2F Not used 
RFBADD F RFB address 
A. 2.4 Register Conventions 
The following is the assignment of register: 
Register Utilization 
0 Not used 
Parameter list address for subroutine 
calls 
Temporary storage 
Not used 
Not used 
Not used 
6 Not used 
Program base register 
Not used 
9 Parameter list base register 
10 Not used 
not used 
Work area base register 
Register save area address 
Return address to RETFDIR 
Calling program's address 
A.2.5 Internal Work Area 
This area is supplied by the caller and begins at the address 
located in PHDIR in the input parameter list. 
Name Length Contents 
GDImC C1 10 Header for highest level directory 
DIREC 3cl 218 Highest level directory 
12C1 219 Not used 
Name - Length Content 
2C1 10 Not used 
SAVE 1 8 ~  Register save area 
LIST 7F Parameter list area for calling 
programs 
~ . 2 . 6  Return Error Codes 
Error codes are returned to the calling program in Register 15. 
All of these error codes are those returned by the record retrieval 
routine. 
X'OO' Normal return 
~ ' 0 4 '  Part and/or all of record not on 
disk 
CIMS Errors 
X'OC' EFBADDR 
X'10' USEBERR 
A.3 Routine ADDIR 
The routine ADDIR is used to add keywords to the directory. 
A. 3.1 Entry Point 
ADDIR has only one entry point at location ADDIR. 
A.3.2 Bit Points 
mere are two exit points in ADDIR: one is a normal return at 
RETURN, the other at ERROR. 
A.3.3 Input Parameter List 
m e  parameter list is supplied in the following format. The 
list's address is located in Register 1 when ADDIR is called. This list 
is assumed to begin on a fullword boundary. 
Name -
KWRD 
Length Contents 
Cl 25 new keyword 
10 Characters Attribute 
10 Characters Value 
5 Characters Key 
MFIB cl 3 
MFCB Cl 4 
WORKADD Cl 4 
FIB address 
FCB address 
Work area address - starting with 
highest level directory. 
Work area should be at least 3700 
bytes. 
A. 3.4 Register Conventions 
Registers for ADDIR are assigned in the following manner: 
Register Utilization 
0 Not used 
Address of parameter lists to called 
subroutine s 
2 Input parameter list base 
Current number of keywords with a 
particular attribute 
Register Ut i l iza t ion  
Work area address and base-location 
of high l eve l  directory 
Temporary storage 
Address of a t t r ibu te  location within 
directory 
Address of value location within 
directory 
Temporary storage - i f  s p l i t  necessary 
address of new section 
9 Temporary storage 
10 Address of KWRD parameter 
11 ADDIR base 
12 Subroutine ( internal)  re turn address 
1 3  Address of ADDlR regis te r  save area 
1 4  Return address i n  ADDIR 
1 5  Called subroutine address 
A. 3.5 Internal  Work Area 
Work area i s  supplied by the ca l le r .  It i s  an area of a t  l e a s t  3700 
bytes and i t s  location i s  supplied i n  the input parameter l i s t .  
Name - Length Contents 
GDIREC C 1  10 Header f o r  highest l eve l  directory 
DIREC 3cl 218 Highest l eve l  directory 
GLDIFiEC C 1  10 Header f o r  lower l eve l  sections 
LDIREC 6c1 219 Lower leve l  section 
S A W  1 8 ~  Register save area 
Number of values per par t icular  a t t r i -  
bute 
ACH H Number of head-of-list addresses 
Length Contents Name -
E r n  Number of records containing a given 
keyword 
LOVAL H Length of a par t icular  value entry 
WRITBUF 2C1 130 Buffer required by WRITEREC 
I'&%KEX c l  6 Last key which has been assigned 
KEYS c l  5 Key upon which re t r ieva l  i s  done 
OLDKEY cl 5 Key of old section which has under- 
gone s p l i t  
SPARE C l  32 Miscellaneous storage area 
NEX TPG 6c1 219 Section e i ther  being used f o r  sh i f t -  
ing or creating new section 
A. 3.6 Error Codes and Returns 
Error codes a re  returned t o  the ca l le r  i n  Register 15 .  A normal 
return a l so  r e su l t s  i n  a pointer, e i ther  an actual  key or a nul l  key, 
being placed i n  the f i r s t  5 bytes of KWRD, the f i r s t  location i n  the 
input parameter l i s t .  
X I O O 1  Normal return 
~ ' 0 4 '  Part  and/or all of record not on 
disk 
~ ' 1 6 '  Incorrect specification i n  number 
of l ists 
DMS Errors 
X'OC'  
X110' 
~ ' 1 4 '  
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~ . 4  Routine DECODE 
The routine DECODE i s  used i n  two capacities: t o  check each 
conjunct and supply s t a t i s t i c s  fo r  a determination of the prime keyword, 
and t o  retr ieve from the directory the head-of-list addresses fo r  the 
prime keyword. 
~ . 4 . 1  Entry Point 
The entry point f o r  routine DECODE i s  a t  location DECODE. 
A.4.2 mit Points 
There a re  six ex i t  points i n  DECODE. If the keyword is not locatable 
in  the directory, the e x i t  point s t a r t s  a t  END1. If the r e t r i eva l  sub- 
routine returns with an error,  the e x i t  point is REERR. For checking 
conjuncts, the ex i t s  a re  WHOLA, f o r  equal relation, and GOOD f o r  any- 
thing but equal. Given the prime keyword, the ex i t s  are HMOVE, f o r  the 
equal re la t ion  and MOVESD f o r  anything but equal. 
A.4.3 Input Parameter L i s t  
The parameter l is t  i s  i n  the following format. It i s  assumed t o  
s t a r t  on a fullword boundary. 
Name - Length Contents 
PDCB F DCB address 
PTAREA F Area f o r  N and the  Length 
Indication whether prime keyword 
search or  key pickup 
PADDRSS 3 c Not used 
PHDIR F 
Address where head-of-list addresses 
should be put 
Work area address - s ta r t ing  with 
highest l eve l  directory ( 3600) 
PFCB F FCB address 
Name Length 
PKIB F 
Contents 
KIB address 
Prime keyword address 
RFB address 
A. 4.4 Register Conventions 
The reg is te rs  a re  assigned i n  the following manner: 
Register Ut i l iza t ion  
0 Not used 
Address of parameter l i s t  t o  called 
subroutines 
2 Temporary storage 
3 Temporary storage 
4 Temporary storage 
5 DECODE base 
I n  most cases, the locat ion of the 
keyword within the directory 
7 RFB - format address 
8 DCB - keyword address 
9 Parameter l i s t  base 
Address of in te rna l  directory form of 
the  keyword - KbKD 
Pointer t o  a t t r i b u t e  l i s t  i n  no 
a t t r ibu te  case 
12 Work area base 
13 Address of DECODE reg is te r  save area 
14 Return address i n  DECODE 
15 Called subroutine address 
A .  4.5 Internal  Work Area 
The work area i s  supplied by the cal ler  who passes the address 
of the work area within the input parameter l is t .  The work area i s  a t  
l e a s t  3600 bytes and i s  used i n  the following way: 
Name - Length Contents 
GDIREC C 1  10 Header f o r  highest leve l  directory 
DIREC 3cl 218 Highest level  directory 
MLDIREC 6c1 219 . Middle directory section 
C 1  10 
GLDIREC C 1  10 Header fo r  lowest l eve l  directory 
section 
LDIREC 6c1 219 
SAVE 1 8 ~  
NS F 
NOKS F 
VEE F 
ACH F 
KEYS D 
KWRD c l  40 
RIGHT 
Lowest leve l  directory section 
Register Save Area 
Sum of number of records containing 
a given keyword 
Sum of the number of head-of-list 
addresses 
Number of values per a par t icular  
a t t r ibu te  
Number of head-of-list addresses for  
a par t icular  keyword 
Number of records containing a 
par t icular  keyword 
Retrieval key 
Keyword truncated 
10 Characters Attribute 
10 Characters Value 1 - Possible 
changes throughout program 
10 Characters Value 2 
10 Characters Value 1 - fixed 
10 Characters V&Lue 1 
Padded r ight  ( for  no a t t r ibute  case) 
10 Characters Value 2 
Padded r ight  
Name -
LEFT 
Length 
20C 
Contents 
10 Characters Value 1 
Padded Left 
10 Characters Value 2 
Padded Left 
Pointer t o  the l a s t  area required f o r  
storage of an a t t r ibu te  i n  the no 
a t t r ibu te  case 
Actual length of the value 
X ' O O 1  keyword has not extended t o  
second section of directory 
X'FF' second section has been retrieved 
fo r  search 
X ' O O '  Value needs no padding 
X'FF' Value needs t o  be padded 
X ' O O '  (no a t t r ibu te  case) value needs 
padding and has not yet  been padded 
X'FF' value has already been padded 
A. 4.6 Error Codes and Returns 
A l l  error  codes i n  Register 15 are  those received by the called 
subroutine RETRREC. Other returns t o  the cal l ing program take two forms. 
Either the  keyword does not ex i s t  i n  the directory or  the keyword does. 
I f  the control byte ISAMIND i s  X '00 ' (prime keyword search) , a 
return i s  made i n  PTAREA. This return could be the number of records con- 
ta ining the conjunct and the length of the head-of-list address f i e l d  
f o r  the conjunct, i f  the conjunct i s  located within the directory. I f  
the a t t r ibu te  does not ex i s t  i n  the directory the return i s  X'FDFFFFFF'; 
i f  the value i s  not locatable, X'FFFFFFFF'. I f  use of the from-to 
re la t ion  i s  incorrect, the code i s  X'FEFFFFFF', and i f  there a re  no values 
within the  specified conjunct range, the code i s  X'00000000'. 
I f  the control byte ISAMIND i s  X'FF' ( ~ e y  pickup), the routine 
returns with a l l  the ISAM keys a t  location PISAM. The only er rors  t o  be 
encountered a r e  r e t r i e v a l  e r ro rs ;  the  keyword must be loca tab le  since 
t he  prime keyword search returned with no e r ro r s .  
Error Codes 
XI00 f Normal r e t u rn  
~'04' Pa r t  and/or a l l  of records not  on 
d i  sk 
DMS Errors 
XIOC' ERRADDR 
X'10' USERERR 
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